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Abstract
WSN is a network of clusters of sensors nodes which sense the parameter and communicates to a server. Target is to develop underwater
pipeline monitoring system remotely with lower energy consumption. Reliability maintenance will effectively give optimum performance of pipeline system operation. Reliability ensures optimum performance in the range of operation based on the behavior of the
system. Validation of the mathematical model for the flow in pipeline system is used to study vibrations as elements that affect the reliability of the pipeline. In this, the focus is to validate and model the reliability for the pipeline system from the vibrations for predictive
maintenance and optimum performance. Subsequently, vibro-acoustics will be used to model the reliability equation. A software can be
developed for simulating the reliability model for pipeline system behavior from the vibration factors and use for predictive maintenance.
Reliability factors of mean time to failure, repair and others will be put in to use to develop the original model for the pipeline. A hypothesis of 90% predictive model from the reliability under pipeline system behavior will be developed.
Keywords: maintenance; model; performance; predictive; reliability;; vibrations; vibro-acoustics; WSN.

1. Introduction
WSN is a cluster which contains sensor nodes with one or more
sensors attached and communicate with each other and route data.
One of the sensor node technologies provided by Crossbow Technology Company is Mica2 Mote. The node is required to consume
low energy due to limited supply (battery power supply at remote
location) with several sensors attached to the node. WSN has resource constrain in the hardware (power, memory and others) due
to size and peculiar use in remote location[1]. The research focus
on reliability model for only pipelines and use of WSN under
water with low power usage. Acoustic sensing was used as a detection technique for the sound of insects [2]. This can be developed to serve for pipeline monitoring underwater with lower energy consumption through routing protocol (Threshold Sensitive
Energy Efficient Sensor Network Protocol-TEEN, Adaptive Periodic Threshold-Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor NetworkAPTEEN and Low Energy Adaptive Clustering HierarchyLEACH) in WSN and user-friendly interface (LabVIEW- Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Work Bench). The
TEEN is succeeded by the APTEEN, aims at capturing periodic
data aggregations and respond to time-critical events (gives overall picture of the network periodically). APTEEN is a hybrid protocol for efficient routing and comprehensive information retrieval
in WSN [3]. Is important to analyse energy required because of
remote use of WSN. Also easier analysis of vibration with sound
and vibration tools kit by National Instrument.

2. Importance of WSN in oil and gas
Oil and gas industry can use WSN to monitor underwater piping
system vibrations (mechanical, big animals and deep soil structure
impact). Vibro-acoustics is used to ensure integrity and operation
reliability of pipelines in different scenarios for transport of fluids,
design and calibrate advanced procedures for real-time pipeline
monitoring [4]. The use of multi-point acoustic sensing at distance
to detect third party interference (TPI) and validate mathematical
models of pressure wave propagation in fluids filled pipes is currently industrialized [5]. Hazards significantly endanger pipeline
function leading to damage, leakage and pipeline failure and each
results in serious ecological and economic consequences [6].

3. Aim and objectives
The aim of the research is to develop a reliability model for pipelines by monitoring vibrations using WSN with energy network
analysis. The objectives include; Model reliability for pipelines
from vibrations template, low power consumption via energy network analysis tools, online monitoring of vibrations via LabVIEW
user friendly interface with analysis by sound and vibration tools
kit by National Instrument, to easily have fast data that can serve
for future forecast/prediction maintenance, prevention and preparations (PPP) and the exact location of the pipeline using Global
Positioning System (GPS).
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send to a server via sensor node and conditioned and analyzed
from an interface. Such vibrations can be categorized by sources
and set a warning for each category of vibration source monitored
(vibrations/frequency template from behavior of pipeline under
conditions). A warning observed from monitoring a limit set for
this vibration sources will allow an action plan on time.
The acoustic technique was employed to detect and account for
the population of insects larvae under the soil [7]. The robot system was used to detect gas in the environment [8], this can serve
to monitor (video/image or as a server) pipeline even under water
with the help of acoustic system to detect changes in vibration and
sound to avoid damage by foreign objects like animals, or on the
surface for spillage with oil sensors.

4. Methodology
The concept of monitoring pipelines can be executed by sensors in
a WSN to detect different parameters on the pipeline which include acoustic sensor. The acoustic sensor will detect, monitor and
analyse changes in the pipeline due to vibrations with aid of sound
and vibration toolkit from National Instrument tools via LabVIEW
user interface for timely action plan. Also to detect the presence of
foreign object under water. Energy consumption is managed by
protocols and network tools (matlab, netlogo) during data routing
and clustering to ensure low power consumption by the nodes
activity. Below in figure 1. is the concept.
The acoustic technique will detect the vibration and the acoustic
system will monitor from the pipeline or from the environment
using an array of microphones networked underwater (WSN),
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Fig. 1: The WSN pipeline monitoring concept.
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Fig. 2: Data mode block diagram.

5. Mode of data collection
Data collection starts with the sensors parameter detected, all sensors connected to a sensor node route data wirelessly to another
node up cluster head (high end sensor node) and send to a computer via server/base station. The data from server is analyzed and
viewed by sound and vibration tool kits via a friendly user interface (LabVIEW) on the computer. The WSN is a designed and
analyzed to route data via protocols, clustering and network simulation tools to ensure low power consumption by nodes in network.

Vibrations from mechanical parts, vandalization, earth-quake,
natural phenomena (tidal, wind) and whales on the pipeline can be
generated as template over time via LabVIEW with the sound and
vibration tool kits. This template can be utilized to model a system
reliability for the pipeline operation. Other sensor like liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) can detect spillage, pressure, temperature
and flow sensors on the pipeline.
In the future, a Global Positioning System (GPS) for exact location of pipeline and a quad copter [9] or an underwater vehicle can
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be a server/base station. Also a universal sensor can be modeled
for sensing parameters in harsh environment.
Data will be analyzed as shown in the diagram below in figure 2.
Data should be collected by experiment in lab then ocean (magnitude of parameters and conditions are scaled to be experimented in
the laboratory). Reliability ensures low down time and increase
production with sustainability.

6.

Conclusion

This research best suits the oil and gas industry where the system
is completely offshore or any pipeline system that is underwater.
The reliability and integrity of such systems is paramount for optimum performance in which there is environmental constrains
(harsh). Therefore, maintenance has to be effective (timely), this
will provide predictive maintenance through reliability to enhance
maintenance. This article provides a means/ methodology/ approach to monitor reliability of pipelines using acoustic system
and detection via acoustic technique. The acoustic technique detects the vibration from the pipeline at different scenarios. Acoustic system using sound and vibration tools kit from National Instrument with LabVIEW interface. The vibration detection and
monitoring with acoustic system is termed as vibro-acoustics. This
will model the reliability of underwater pipeline. It has been implemented in the industries to monitor pipeline and their reliability. But in this case, we are to use it together with WSN to utilize
the concept of low power consumption in WSN. The experiment
will prove 90% of the hypothesis and improvement of the realtime result from monitoring with friendly user interface.
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